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Minds and Brains vVithout Programs

John Searle

John Searle was born in Dem'er in 1932. He has been Professor ofPhilosop/ry
at the Un i1:ers il)' of California, Berkeley since 1959. BefOre that he taught at
Oxford where he studied as an undergraduate and graduate student. He is best
known for his contribution 10 linguistic philosophy, in particular his work on
lilt, Ihmry ofspeecll acts. He is mam'ed milll Imo sons and li,,'es in the foothills
ofBertelc)' with a collcction ofantiquc mgs, sC7:eral cars, lIluch fine mine from
tire ,;im'yard he helps IfJ run, and a small dog called Russell.

The Gap

The aim of this chapter is to present an interim report on some arguments
I have been having with philosophers and people in various other
disciplines. I I want to begin hy placing the issues in a somewhat larger
conte\1:.

There is a remarkable lacuna in rwentieth-century intellectual life.
('Lacuna' is perhaps J euphemism for 'scandal'.) Weare quite confident
that we can give explanations of human behaviour in ordinary, common
sense terms. So we say such things as, 'That man voted for Ronald
Reagan because he thought Reagan would cure inf1ation.' Such remarks
are part of common-sense or grandmother psychology. To give it a fancy
name, we could call it 'intentionalistic psychology'. We also suppose that
underlyi.ng this level of explanation there must be a neurophysiological
level of e:,.:planation. But we really don't know how to give neurophysiolo
gical c\:planations of ordinary human behaviour. We don't know how to
make such claims as, 'The man voted for Reagan because of a condition
in his thalamus.' This leaves us in an intellectually embarrassing situation.
We are reasonably confident in using grandmother psychology at the
higher level and we think there must be a hard science underlyi.ng it at the
lower level, but we haven't the faintest idea how the lower level works in
explaining specific cases of normal human behaviour. We use grand
mother psychology all of the time, but we are embarrassed to eall it a
science. Nobody, for example, has the nerve to go to the National Science
Foundation and ask for a grant to do grandmother psychology. Yet we
don't know enough about the lower level to make it work. So it seems we
have a gap.

intentionalistic psychology
<-gap

neurophysiology

.1 Chinese Room (Bnluir Library DepanmrnJ ojOn'rntal,Hanuscriptr I 5530.d I).
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210 Machines

Some of the great intellectual efforts of the twentieth century have been
attempts to get the gap filled - to find something that would be a science
of human behaviour, but wasn't common-sense psychology and wasn't
neurophysiology either. And if you live long enough, it is interesting to
look back and see all the dead carcasses of theories that were supposed to

fill the alleged gap. In my lifetime the most spectacular failure was
behaviourism. But I also lived through several other failed efforts. There
was games theory and there was infonnation theory. I don't suppose
anyone reading this is old enough to remember cybernetics, but at one
time great claims were made for the future of cybernetics. There was
something called 'structuralism', and that was followed by something
called 'post-structuralism'. And now there is sociobiology, yet another
candidate to fill the gap.

However, the leading candidate right now is called 'cognitive science',
and the central research programme in cognitive science is often thought
to be artificial intelligence. There arc different schools of cognitive
science and artificial intelligence, but the most ambitious gap-filling
theory is the one that says that work in cognitive psychology and artificial
intelligence has now established that the mind is to the brain as the
computer program is to the computer hardware. This is a very common
equation in the literature: mindlbrain = program/hardware. To disting
uish this view from more cautious versions of artificial intelligence, I have
labelled it 'strong artificial intelligence' ('strong AI' for short). According
to strong AI, the appropriately programmed computer with the right
inputs and outputs literally has a mind in exactly the same sense that you
and I do.

Now this view has something interesting consequences. It has the
consequence, for example, that there is nothing essentially biological
about the human mind. It so happens that the programs which arc
constitutive of minds are run in the wetware that we have in our biological
machine, our biological computer in the head. But those very same
programs could be run on any hardware computer whatever that was
capable of sustaining the program. And that has the further consequence
that anything whatever, any system whatever, could have thoughts and
feelings - and indeed it not only could have, but must have, thoughts and
feelings - in exactly the same sense that we do, provided only that it is
running the right program. That is, ifyou have the right program with the
right inputs and the right outputs, then any system running that program,
regardless of its chemical structure (whether it is made out of old beer
cans or silicon chips or any other substance) must have thoughts and
feelings in exactly the same way you and I do. And this is because that is
all there is to having a mind: having the right program. Now, whenever I
attack this view, many people say, 'But surely nobody can believe that.'
I'm going to tell you the names ofsome of the people who believe this, so
you won't think I am just attacking a straw man.

Herbert Simon of Carnegie-Mellon University has written on a
number of occasions that we already have machines that can literally
think, that can think in the same sense that you and I do. Philosophers
have been worried for centuries about whether or not you could build a
machine that could think, and now we learn that they do it every day at
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Minds and Brains Without Programs 211

Carnegie-,vlellon. Simon's colleague Alan Newell, in a lecture I heard
him give in San Diego at the founding meeting of the Cognitive Science
Society, said we have discovered (it is not just some hypothesis we are
considering, but we have 'discovered') that intelligence is purely a matter
of physical symbol manipulation. So any machine that is capable of
manipulating the right symbols in the right way literally has intelligent
processes in exactly the same sense that you and I do. ;\lanin Minsky says
that the next generation of computers will be so intelligent that we will be
luch.'y if they keep us around the house as household pets. And Freeman
Dyson is quoted in the Scw fork Times as having said that since we now
know that mental processes, such as consciousness, arc purely formal
processes, there is an evolutionary, advantage to having these formal
processes (consciousness, and so on) go on in silicon chips and wires,
because that kind of stuff is better able to sun-ive in a universe that is
cooling off than organisms like us made out of our messy biological
machinery. So the ncxt stage in evolution, on this view, will be made out
of wires and silicon..\ lyall-time favourite in this literature (and I
recommend the literature ro you because it is man'cllous) is from John
.\kClrth,. the inventor of the term 'artificial intelligence' ..\lcCarthy has
writtcn: .:\ lachines as simple as thermostats can be said to have beliefs
.. .' And indeed, he adds. 'havin!! beliefs seems to be a characteristic of
most machincs capable of probl~m sohing performance'.:! So I asked
him, 'john. what beliefs docs your thermostat have?' I admire his courage.
He said. ':\ I,' thermostat has three beliefs..\ ly thermostat believes it's too
hot in here, it's roo cold in here, and it's just ri!!ht in here.'

:'\ow, I like this thesis for a ,'cry simple re;son. This equation, mind!
brain = program/hardware, is unusual in philosophy because it is a
reasonably clear thesis. You can state it with reasonable precision. A.nd
unlike most philosophical theses, it is subject to a very simple and, I think,
decisive refutation. This is a refutation that I have published elsewhere,
but I am going to repeat it briefly because it is not universally accepted in
the artificial intelligence community that I have in fact refuted this vi.ew.
Then I want to go into a deeper issue, and that is this: one of the reasons
people believe in strong AI is that they can't see any other way to solve the
mind-body problem. I am convinced that one of the sources of the belief
that all there is to having a mind is having a computer program is that
people can't see any other way of solving the mind-body problem without
resorting to dualism. The challenge is often presented to me: 'Well, if you
don't accept the artificial intelligence analysis of the mind, then what is
your solution to the mind-body problem? :\.ren't you forced into dualism
or mysticism or vitalism or some equally weird \'iew?' So really I have two
tasks. I want to refute strong artificial intelligence, and I want to solve the
mind-body problem.

The Chinese Room Revisited

The argument against strong :\.1, I fear, is rather simple. This argument
occurred to me when I read Sch;mk and Abelson's book about their storv
understanding programs.] Some of you will be familiar with this, but I ,,:ill
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go over the steps of how their programs work. These very ingenious
programs have been designed at Yale University. The programs do what
they call 'understanding stories'. The computer is given a very simple
story as input. A typical story would be something like the following:

'A man went into a restaurant and ordered a hamburger. \¥hen they
brought him the hamburger it was burned to a crisp. The man stormed
out of the restaurant without paying for the hamburger.'

Then, you ask the computer, 'Did the man eat the hamburger?' And 10
and behold, the computer says as output, 'No, the man did not eat the
hamburger.' Or you give the computer another story:

'A man went into a restaurant and ordered a hamburger. \¥hen he was
served the hamburger he was delighted with it, and when he left the
restaurant he paid the bill and left a large tip for the waitress.'

If you then ask the computer, 'Did the man eat the hamburger?', the
computer says, 'Yes, the man ate the hamburger.' Now notice, in neither
story did it say explicitly whether or not the man ate the hamburger. How
does it work? It works because the pror;ram has in its data base what is
called a 'restaurant script'. The restaurant script is a representation of
how things normally go on in restaurants. \\'hen the computer gets a
story, it matches the story against the restaurant script, and then when it
gets the question about the story, it matches the question against both the
story and the restaurant script. Since it 'knows' how things are supposed
to go on in restaurants, it can produce the right answer. The claim that is
often made about the programs is that since the machine satisfies the
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Minds and Brains Without Programs 213

Turing test, the machine must literally understand the story.~ It must
literally understand the story in exactly the same sense that you and I
would understand such stories if we were asked such questions and gave
good answers.

The Turing Test

The TUring test was designed by Alan TUring to test whether a
computer or other system had the same cognitive abilities as
humans. As It is usually understood, the test IS whether or not an
expert would be able to distinguish the machines performance from
that of a numan. If not, the machine has the same cognitive abilities as
the human. See Roger Penrose's account on p. 261.

It seems to me that there is a very simple refutation of this claim, The
refutation is just to imasrinc that you arc the machine. I like to imagine it
the following way.

Suppose I am locked in a room, In this room there are two big bushel
baskets full of Chinese symbols, together with a rule book in English for
matching Chinese symbols from one basket against Chinese symbols
from the other basket. The rules say things such as, 'Reach into basket I
and take out a squiggle-squiggle sign, and go put that over nne to the
squoggle-squogg1c sign that you take from basket 2.' Just to look ahead a
moment, this is called a 'computational rule defined over purely formal
elements'. r-..;ow let us suppose that the people outside the room send in
more Chinese symbols together with more rules for shuffling and
matching the symbols. But this rime they also give me rules for passing
back Chinese symbols to them. So, there I am in my Chinese ro"om,
shuffling these symbols around; symbols are coming in, and I am passing
symbols out according to the rule book. ]\io,,", unknown to me, the people
who are organizing all of this on the outside of the room call the first
basket 'a restaur:mt script', the second basket 'a story about the res
taurant'; the third batch of symbols they call 'questions about the story',
and the symbols I give back to them they call 'answers to the questions'.
The rule book they calI 'the program', themselves they call 'the program
mers', and me they call 'the computer'. Now after a while, suppose I get
so good at answering these questions in Chinese that my answers are
indistinguishable from those of a native Chinese speaker. All the same,
there is an important point that needs to be emphasized. I don't
~ndcrstand a word of Chinese, and there is no way that I could come to
understand Chinese from instantiating a computer program in the way
chat I described it. And this is the point of the story: ifI d(m't understand
Clzfnese in that situation, then neither does an)' other digital computer 50le6' in
'Jirtue of being an appropn'ately programmed computer, because 110 digital
;omputer soleo' in rirtue ofits being a digital computer has anything that I don't
/Irn:e. All that a digital computer has, by definition, is the instantiation of a
formal computer program. But since I am instantiating the program, since
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we are supposing we have the right program with the right inputs and
outputs, and I don't understand any Chinese, then there is no way any
other digital computer solely in virtue of instantiating tlze program could
understand Chinese.

Now that is the heart of the argument. But the point of the argument, I
think, has been lost in a lot of the subsequent literature developed around
this, so I want to emphasize the point of it. The point of the argument is
not that somehow or other we have an 'intuition' that I don't understand
Chinese, that I find myself inclined to s~)' that I don't understand Chinese
but, who knows, perhaps I really do. That is not the point. The point of
the story is to remind us of a conceptual truth that we knew all along;
namely, that there is a distinction be~ween manipulating the syntactical
elements of languages and actually understanding the language at a
semantic level. What is lost in the AI siml/lariml ojcognitive behaviour is
the distinction between syntax and semantics.

Now the point of the story can be stated more generally. A computer
program, by definition, has to be defined purely syntactically. It is defined
in terms of certain formal operations performed by the machine.s That is
what makes the digital computer such a powerful instrument. One and
the same hardware system can instantiate an indefinite number of
different computer programs, and one and the same program can be run
on different hardwares, because the program has to be defined purely
formally. But for that reason the formal simulation of language under
standing will never by itself be the same as duplication. Why? Because in
the case of actually understanding a language, we have something more
than a formal or syntactical level. We have a semantics. We do not just
shuffle uninterpreted formal s)mbols, we actually know what they mean.

You can see this by enriching the argument slighdy. There I am in the
Chinese room shuffling these Chinese symbols. Now suppose that
sometimes the programmers give me stories in English and ask me
questions, also in English, about these stories. What is the difference
between the two cases? Both in the English case and in the Chinese case,
I satisfy the Turing test. That is to say, I give answers which are
indistinguishable from the answers that would be given by a native
speaker. In the case of Chinese, I do that because the programmers are
good at designing the program, and in the case of English, I do that
because I am a native English speaker. What is the difference, then, if my
performance is equivalent in the two cases? It seems to me that the answer
to that question is obvious. The difference is that I know English. I know
what the words mean. In the case of English, I don't just have a syntax, I
have a semantics. I attach a semantic content, or meaning, to each of these
words; and therefore I am doing something more than a digital computer
can do just in virtue of instantiating a program. I have an interpretation of
the words, and not just the formal symbols. Notice that if we try to give
the computer an interpretation of the formal symbols, all we can do is give
more formal symbols. All we can do is put in more uninterpreted formal
symbols. By definition, the program is syntactical, and the syntax by itself
is never sufficient for the semantics.6

Well, that is my rejection of this equation, mindlbrain = program!
hardware. Instantiating the right program is never sufficient for ha\ing a
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mind. There is something more to having a mind than just instantiating a
computer program. And the reason is obvious. :vlinds have mental
contents. They have semantic contents as well as just a syntactical level of
description.

There is a persistent misunderstanding of my argument which 1wish to
block immediately. Some people suppose that I am claiming that is is in
principle impossible for silicon chips to duplicate the causal powers of the
brain. That is not my argument; indeed, it has no connection whatever
with my argument. It is a factual question, not to be settled on purely
philosophical or a priori grounds, whether or not the causal powers of
neurons can be duplicated in some other material, such as silicon chips.
vacuum rubes, transistors, beer cans, or some quite unknown chemical
substances. The point of my argument is that you cannot duplic:lte the
causal powers of the brain solely in virtue of instantiating a computer
program, because the computer program has to be defined purely
formally. It is important to emphasize that artificial intelligence, whether
strong or otherwise. has nothing whatever to do with the chemical
properties of silicon or any other substance. Once the :\1 partisan
conceues that these arc even relevant, he has abandoned the thesis of AI.
:\1 is aoout the 'cosrnitive' powers of programs. It has nothing whatever to

do with the specific chemical properties of hardware realizations of
programs.

HO\\'e\'Cr. that leavcs us with the sccond question. If wc reject the
equ::nion anu we reject :\1 as a gap-filler, then what is our analysis of the
relationship between the level of intentionality and the b'c! of neurophy
siolo~'; Well, the short answer is that the reason the gap-fillers always fail
is that there isn't aD\' gap to fill. There isn't any gap betwcen the level of
intentionalistic e:\:pianations and thc b'd of neurophysiological explana
tions. But in order to substantiate that, I need, as I promised earlier, to

solve the mind-body problem.

Four Puzzles

Before confronting the 'mind-brain problem' head-on I want to step back
a minute and ask why this problem has seemed so intractable. \Ylly in
philosophy, psychology and neurophysiology, do we still have a mind
body problem? Since Descartes, at least, the general form of the mind
body problem has been the problem of accommodating our common
sense and pre-scientific beliefs about the mind to our general scientific
conception of reality. Our scientific conception of the world as a physical
system or as a set of interacting physical systems has grown in power and
comprehensiveness, and it has seemed increasingly difficult to find any
place for mind in this conception. Some of the pre-scientific views that
appear to be challenged by the growth of a scientific world-.iew derive
from religion or morality - doctrines such as the immortality of the soul,
the freedom of the will, the nature of moral responsibility ~ and about
these issues I will have nothing to say in this discussion. I will be
concerned with the narrower, and I believe more pressing, question, how
can we square what we know, or seem to know, about the world in general
with what we know, or seem to know, about the operation of our own
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minds? Quite apart from the speculations of religion and the presupposi
tions of morality, we know a number of things about our minds, and my
aim is to give a coherent account of the relationships between what we
know about our own minds and what we know about the way the world
works in general. Why then has this narrower, non-religious, non-moral
problem seemed so intractable? \\'by, to repeat, is there still a mind-brain
or mind-body problem?

The features of our common-sense conception of the mind that seem
hard to assimilate to our general scientific conception of the world are at
least the following four:

Consciousness

I, at the momenr of writing this, and you, at the moment of understanding
it, are both conscious. It is just a plain fact about the world that it contains
conscious mental states, but it is hard to see how (mere) physical systems
could have consciousness. How could such a thing occur? How, for
example, could this hunk of grey and white matter inside my skull be
conscious?

Intentionality

Many of my menral states, such as, for example, my beliefs and desires
and my visual perceptions and my intentions, are directed at, or about, or
of objects and states in the world apart from themselves. This feature,
called 'intentionality', is characteristic of human minds. But again, how
could such a thing occur? How could processes in my brain, which after
all consists, in the end, of 'atoms in the void', be abollt anything? How can
atoms in the void represent anything? One is inclined to say: things and
processes in the world just are; whether we are thinking of biological
processes such as digestion and sequences of neuron firings or ordinary
physical things such as stones and trees, it seems quite impossible that any
of these should be about anything. How can aboutness be an intrinsic
feature of the world?

Subjectivity

Mental states are characteristically subjective. But it is hard to understand
how the objective physical world, equally open to all competent observers,
should contain anything essentially subjective such as, for example,
conscious mental states. Naively construed, the subjectivity of mental
states is marked by such facts as that I have my states and not yours; mine
are accessible to me in a way they are not accessible to you; I perceive the
world from my point of view, not from your point of view, etc. How can
subjectivity be a real part of the world?

Intentional Causation

Even if there were such things as mental states, it is hard to see how they
could make any real difference in the world. Could anything, so to speak,
as 'gaseous' and 'ethereal' as a conscious mental state have any impact on
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a physical object such as a human body? How could mental phenomena
ever push objects around or have any other physical significance?
Wouldn't mental states, even if they existed, be just epiphenomenal?

Let us call these problems, respectively, the problems of consciousness,
intentionality, subjectivity and intentional causation. Though not all
mental states have all of these four features, they are none the less real
and typical features of mental phenomena. We know, for example, that
people are often in a state of consciousness, that, for example, they often
have thoughts and feelings which refer to objects and states of affairs
outside themselves, that they apprehend the world from a subjecti'"e point
of ~;ew, and that their thoughts and feelings make a difference to their
beha\iour. 1 believe any account of the mind-brain problem must, at a
minimum, be able to account for all of these facts.

On the \'iew of mental states adopted in this essay, mental states and
processes arc real biological phenomena in the world; as real as digestion,
photosynthesis, lactation or the secretion of bile. The aim of this chapter
is not to show in detail how such biological phenomena are related to the
neurophysiological processes of the brain - no one knows in detail how
they are related - rather its aim is the more modest one of showing how it
is even possible that mental states could be biological phenomena in the
brain. I believe it is a typical hut unstated tacit Jssumption behind many of
the implausihle contemporary doctrines concerning the. mind - doctrines
such as behaviourism or strong anif1cial intelligence - that it is simply
impossible to accommodate a naive common-sense account of the mind
with an overall scientific world-view. :\nd I believe that it is the sense of
desperation caused by the feeling that no coherent account can be given
which accommodates common-sense mentalism with hard science that
leads people to say the implausible, and sometimes silly, things they say
about the nature of the mind. The \;ew that I am about to c:-"1Jound of the
relation of mind and brain is consistent ·...·ith what is known about brain
functioning and also consistent with a general biological approach to

biological phenomena. My approach does not, like strong AI, try to treat
the mind as something formal or abstract; nor does it, like certain forms
of functionalism, try to treat the mind as simply a neutral set of causal
powers with no intrinsically mental characteristics. Frankly, I think that
the approach I am about to present is pretty much an obvious and
common-sense \;ew, and until I got involved in these recent polemics, I
had assumed that it was widely accepted, so widely accepted as to hardly
be worth a separate statement. Nonetheless, my previous form~lations of
it have been characterized by my critics as 'mysticism' (Ringle) I, 'sophis
try' (Dennett)8, 'religious' (Hofstadter)9, etc. Perhaps, therefore, it is
worth spelling out the position in some detail so that anyone can see that
these charges are quite unfounded. I need hardly emphasize that I am not
the first person to hold this sort ofview, and similar biological approaches
to the mind-body problem can be found at least as far back as the
nineteenth century.

The Brain and its Mind

How does the brain work? In detail, no one knows. I have an amateur's
ignorance of the subject, but even the best e:-"1Jens are up to the present
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time baffled by what one would think are the most fundamental questions.
\Vbat exactly is the neurophysiology of consciousness? \Vby do we need
sleep? How exactly are memories stored in the brain? \Vby does alcohol
make us drunk? \Vby does aspirin relieve pain? As recently as 1978, a
famous neurophysiologist, David Hubel, wrote: 'There are [areas of the
brain] the size of one's fist, of which it can almost be said that we are in
the same state ofknowledge as we were with regard to the heart before we
realized that it pumped blood.'10 Furthermore, in our ignorance, we
grope for metaphor and analogy, usually based on the latest technology.
Thus, nowadays, the most fashionable view is that the brain is a digital
computer, but in my childhood I was assured that it was a kind of
telephone switchboard; Charles Sherringron compared the brain to a
telegraph system and to a jacquard loom; Sigmund Freud compared it to

hydraulic pumps and electromagnetic systems; Leibniz compared it to a
mill and I am told that certain Ancient Greeks thought the brain
functioned like a catapult. The very latest view among neurophysiologists
is that the brain functions like a Darwinian natural selection system.

However, though there is much to learn, we are not totally ignorant,
and in a discussion such as this we need to remind ourselves of a few
elementary things about the brain. Like all organs, the brain consists of
cells. However, unlike other organs, the brain and the rest of the nervous
system consist in large part of very special kinds of cells, neurons. By
current estimates there are probably between 50 and 100 billion neurons
in the human brain. !\;eurons come in a bewildering variety of types, but
the typical garden-variety neuron consists of a cell body, or soma, with
two types of long fibres sticking out of it, a single axon, and a number of
dendrites. Neurons come in contact with each other at certain small
bumps called synapses. The axons and dendrites don't actually fuse
together at synapses but the axon characteristically has on it a little
protuberance, the bouton, that abuts on to the dendrite, the tiny gap
between them being the synaptic cleft. There are also synapses on the
soma. Some neurons in the cerebellum have as many as 200,000 synapses
on one cell. One of the basic functions of the neuron is the transmission
of electrical impulses, that is, brief, 'all-or-nothing' changes in electrical
potential. Each electrical impulse passes from the soma along the axon.
However, in most neurons the electrical impulse does not pass directly
from one neuron to the next; rather the electrical impulse, upon reaching
the bouton, causes the release of small amounts of fluid from little
comparnnents in the bouton, the synaptic vesicles, into the synaptic cleft.
The release of these fluids, the neurotransmitters, at the synapses, can
have either an excitatory or an inhibitory effect on the next neuron in line. "
If excitatory, it will tend to cause the next neuron to fire or increase its
rate of firing. If inhibitory, it will tend to prevent the neuron from firing or
decrease its rate of firing. From a functional point of view, the important
thing is not that the neuron fires, because many neurons fire all the time
anyway. What is important are the variations in the rate of neuron firings;
specifically, variations in the rate of a.'{on firing from the sum of
excitations and inhibitions in dendrites.

It is important to emphasize this point because several authors have
erroneously supposed that the all-or-nothing character vf the firing of
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uw.i (J round hwl'-s.h"pt'd pmCl.'Ss - pro;lan!J' Il!l( or,/", 'spines' whrcJr ar.:L'r the dCTzdn"u"S r{maTTJ'
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nervc impulses constitutes e\idence that the principlcs of brain function
ing are those of a digital computer. I I Nothing could be further from the
truth. :\s far as we know, the functional aspect of the neuron is the non
digital variation in the rate of firing.

On the traditional account of the brain, the account that takes the
neuron as the fundamental unit of brain functioning, the remarkable
thing about the relationship between the brain and the mind is simply
this..\ll of the enormous variety of inputs that the brain receives - the
photons that strike the retina, the sound waves that stimulate the sensory
cclls of the inner ear, the pressure on the skin that activates nerve endings
for prcssure, heat, cold and pain, etc, - all of these inputs are converted
into one common medium: variable rates of neuron firings. Furthermore,
and equally remarkable, these variable rates of neuron firing relative to
different neuronal circuits and different local conditions in the brain
produce all of thc variety and heterogeneity of the mental life of the
human or animal agent. The smell of a rose, the e:\-perience of the blue of
the sky, the taste of onions, the thought of a mathematical formula - all of
these Jre produced by variable rates of neuron firing, in different circuits
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relative to different local conditions in the brain. Now what exactly are
these different neuronal circuits and what are the different local environ
ments that account for the differences in our mental life? In detail, no one
knows, but we do have good evidence that certain regions of the brain are
specialized for certain kinds of experiences. The visual cortex plays a
special role in visual experiences, the auditory cortex in auditory experi
ences, etc. Vision is one of the best understood (or least inadequately
understood) functions of the brain and in the case of vision there appear
to be quite specialized neurons in the visual cortex capable of responding
to specific different features of visual stimuli. Suppose that auditory
stimuli were fed to the visual cortex and visual stimuli were fed to the
auditory cortex. \\!hat would happen? As far as I know, no one has ever
done the experiment, but it seems reasonable to suppose that the auditory
stimulus would be 'seen', that is, that it would produce visual experiences,
and the visual stimulus would be 'heard', that is, it would produce
auditory experiences, in both cases because of specific, though largely
unknown, features of the visual and auditory cortex respectively. Though
this hypothesis is speculative, it has some independent support if you
reflect on the fact that a punch in the eye produces a visual flash ('seeing
stars') even though it is not an optical stimulus.

In my layman's view the amount of knowledge we now have about the
nature and functioning of neurons is quite impressive: however, there is
now a lot of evidence that, in order to understand the role of the brain in
mental life, we need to understand the functioning of the brain at higher
levels than that of individual neurons, and in particular among the various
higher levels we need to understand the functioning of systems of
neurons organized into neural networks or neural circuits. For many
functions of the brain the unit of functioning is not the single cell but the
network of cells and, at this level, brain functioning is a matter of
interaction between a large set of neural networks. The best anatomical
evidence for the existence of more or less independently functioning
networks, at least in the cortex, is the existence of neural modules in the
fonn of verticallv oriented columns, cvlinders or slabs of cells in the
cortex. 12 As Ger;ld Edelman says, 'The' greatest achievement in thinking
about the cortex, the greatest revolution, is that the cortex is not just a
continuous horizontally disposed sheet, but is vertically organized as
stacks of slabs or columns.'IJ These modules may vary in the number of
neurons they contain, from as few as 50 neurons to as many as 50,000 or
even more. On the modular view the real significance of the neuron is in
the contribution it makes to the functioning ofthe module.

I have no idea if the combination of the neuronal account and the
modular account or perhaps some other account is the correct account of
brain functioning. But one conclusion emerges clearly from even the most
cursory investigation of the functioning of the brain: mental phenomena,
whether conscious or unconscious, whether visual or auditory, pains, tickles,
itches, thoughts, and all the rest ofour mental lift, are caused by processes going
on in the brain. Mental phenomena are as much a result ofelectrochemical
processes in the brain as digestion is a result of chemical processes going
on in the stomach and the rest of the digestive tract. I think this is an
obvious fact about how the world works and yet its full implications are
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not generally realized by students of artificial intelligence, cogmove
science or philosophy. It is also important to emphasize that the relevant
causal processes are entirely internal to the brain. Though in faa mental
events mediate between external stimuli and motor responses, there is no
essential connection. ;\ man could, for example, have a terrible pain
without having either a pain stimulus of the peripheral nerves or any pain
behaviour. This simple fact is sufficient to discredit the entire behaviour
ist tradition in philosophy.

To substantiate this at least a little bit, let us tell a part of the causal
story for one type of conscious mental phenomenon: pain. Pain signals are
transmined from sensory nerye endings to the spinal cord by two types of
fibres: :\ delta fibres which are specialized for prickling sensations and C
fibres which are specialized for burning and aching sensations. In the
spinal cord they pass through the tract of Lissauer and terminate on the
neurons of the cord. :\s the signals go up the spine and enter the brain

Figur~ 15.-1 Reni Descartes (1596-1650) concm:d oflh~ bod)', including Ih~ brain, as a mlUhin~.
capab/~ oraUlrJmali, (rcf/a) "lUliom 10 t:,r:enls in Ih~ world. This i!luslralion,from Ih~ 1662 dilion
oflilt Treatise of .vlan, shnws Ih~ wa)' in which Ih~ h~al ofaJir~ (A) causes dislurbanc~ ofsmsor)'
Tlm:~ fibm in Ih~ hand (B), and transmission ofa message tip 10 Ih~ brain, jusl as, pulling on on~

end ofa cord, nne simullaneously rings a bdl which hangs al Ihe opposiu md'. Descartes Ihought Ihal
Ihis tut!png would in IUT710pen pores in Ihe walls oflhejluid-fil/(d etr.:iltes (tlte unlricles) oflh~
brain, causing 'animal spiril' 10 f/ow out Ihrough what Descartes bdit:,ud w~e hollow lubes in Ihe
cmlres ofolh~ nm:c conn~aed10 th~ musclc ofthe bod)'. This liquid was Ihm Ihought 10 inf/au th~

muscles and caus~ rarious reflex r~aaiom such as wilhdrawing Ihe injur~d hand or mot:ing Ih~ OIh~

arm lU7'OSS 10 protect i/. This description, evm ifatkquau 10 explain Ih~ behaviour associa/~dwilh
pain, says nOlhing about th~ sensation ilself nal was supposed 10 b~ causd b)' simullan~ous
disturbance ofth~ pin~al gland (Ih~ ot:al shap~ at Ih~ blUk oflh~ head), which aa~d as Ih~ inl.,fiu~

b~/rreen Ih~ maunal bod)' and Ih~ spiritual soul.
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they separate into two pathways, the prickling pain pathway and the
. burning pain pathway. Both pathways pass through a structure called the
thalamus but, beyond that level, prickling pain is more clearly localized in
the somatic sensory cortex, specifically, somatic area 1, whereas the
burning pain pathway transmits signals not only upwards into the cortex
but also laterally into the hypothalamus and other basal regions of the
brain. In consequence of these differences it is much easier to localize a
prickling sensation, whereas burning and aching pains can be more
distressing, perhaps because they activate more of the nervous system.
The actual sensation of pain appears to be caused both by the stimulation
of the basal regions, especially the thalamus and the stimulation of the
somatic sensory cortex.

Now for philosophical purposes, it is essential to hammer this point
home: sensations of pain are caused by a series of events that begin at free
nerve endings and end in the thalamus and other regions of the brain.
Indeed, as far as the acrual sensations are concerned, the events inside the
central nervous system are quite sufficient to cause pains, as we know
from both phantom limb pains,14 and from the pains caused by artificially
stimulating relevant portions of the brain. And what is true of pain is true
of mental phenomena generally. To put it crudely, and counting the rest
of the central nervous system as part of the brain for the purposes of this
discussion, everything that matters for our mental life, all our thoughts
and feelings are caused by processes inside the brain. As far as the
causation of mental states is conccrned, the crucial step is the one that
goes on inside the head, and not the external stimulus. And the argument
for this is simply that if the events outside the brain occurred but caused
nothing in the brain, there would be no mental events, whereas if the
events in the brain occurred the mental events would occur even if there
were not outside stimulus.

I believe these points are ob\ious, but they are inconsistent with two
very common views about the mind. One view treats e:.:ternal causation as
the essential form of causation for mental contents. But on the present
account the external causal chains are only important to the e:..lent that
they actually impact on the central nervous system. Another widely held
view is that there cannot be a causal relation between mind and brain
states, because mental states just are brain states and the form of the
identity relation in question precludes the possibility of any psycho
physical causal relations. For example, many materialist philosophers
used to claim that pains just are C fibre stimulations, whereas on the
present view, C fibre stimulations are not identical with pains but are part
ofthe causes of (certain kinds of) pain.

But then let us ask the next obvious question: if pains and other mental
phenomena are caused by neurophysiological processes, what are the
phenomena themselves? Well, in the case ofpains, they are obviously very
unpleasant sorts of sensations; but that answer leaves us unsatisfied
because it doesn't, so to speak, tell us how to locate pains and other
mental phenomena relative to the rest of the world we live in. How do
pains fit into our overall ontology? Once again, I think the answer to this
question is ob\ious, though it will take some spelling out. To our first
claim, namely that pains and other mental phenomena are caused by brain
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processes, we need to add a second claim: pains and other mental
plzello/1/ena arefeatures o/the brain.

One of the primary aims of this discussion is to show how both of these
propositions can be true together. There are different levels of philo
sophical puzzlement that such a pair of theses can generate. At one level
we can be puzzled as to how mental and physical phenomena can stand in
causal relations when one is a feature of the other. Wouldn't it lead to the
dreaded doctrine of causa sui; That is, wouldn't it imply that the mind
caused itself? :\t bonom most of our puzzlement comes from a misunder
standing of the nature of causation. It is tempting to think that whenever
:\ causes B there must be two discrete events, one identified as the cause.
the other identified as the effect: that all causation functions on the model
of a bolt of lightning causing a clap of thunder; :md if we have this crude
model of causation we will be tempted to think that the causal relations
between thl: orain and the mind force us to accept some kind of dualism;
that l:\CnlS in one reJlm, the 'physical', cause events in Jnather realm, the
'memal'. But this Sl:ems to me J mistake..-\nd the wav to remove the
mistake is to get J more sophisticated concept of causation. To do this, let
us turn our Jttention J\\'a\' from mind-brain relations for a while to

ooser;e some othn sorts of causal re1Jtionships in nature.

;\lacro- and :\licro-propcrties

.-\ common distinction in physics is hnween micro- Jnd macro-properties
of systems. Consider. for example, the oesk in front of me, or the crel:k
that flows outsidl: m\, office \\·inoo\\,. Each system is composed of micro
particles Jnd thl: micro-particles hJ\'e features at the le\'el of molecules
and atoms JS \\"cll as subatomic pJrticles. Gut cach system also has certain
properties such as solidity in the case of the table, or liquidity in the case
of the creek, which Jre mJcro-properties or surface properties, of the
physical systems. Some, but not all, macro-properties can be causally
e:,.:plJined by the behaviour of clements Jt the micro-level. For example,
the solidity of the table in front of me is (causally) e:..-plained by the lattice
structure of the molecules of which the table is composed. Similarly, the
liquidity of the water is (causally) explained by the behaviour of the H 20
molecule movements. :'-Jot JlI macro-properties have a causal e:..-planation
in terms of mi·:ro-behaviour. For example, the velocity of the creek is not
e:..-plained by the mo\'ement of the molecules but rather by the angle of the
slope, the pull of gravity and the friction prmided by the creek bed. But in
the case of those macro-features that arc causally e:..-plained by the
behaviour of elements at the micro-level, it seems to me that we have a
perfectly ordinary model for e:o..-plaining the puzzling relationships be
tween the mind and the brain. In the case ofliquidity and solidity, we have
no difficulty at all in saying that the surface phenomena are callsed b)' the
behaviour of elements at the micro-level and at the same time that the
surface phenomena jllst are (physical) features of the systems in question.
:\ ly preferred way of stating this point is to say that the surface feature F is
caused b)' the beha\'iour of micro-elements :\1, and at the same time is
reali:.ed ill the system of micro-elements. The relations between F and ~vl
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are causal but at the same time F is simply a higher-level feature of the
very system which consists in elements M.

In objection to this one might say F just is, just is identical with,
features of M. So, for example, we might define solidity as the lattice
structure of the molecular arrangement. This point seems to me correct
but not really an objection to the analysis that I am proposing. It is a
characteristic of the progress of science that an expression that is
originally defined in terms of surface features of a phenomenon, features
accessible to the senses, is subsequently defined in terms of the micro
structure that causes the surface features. Thus, to take the example of
solidity, the table in front of me is solid in the ordinary sense that it is
rigid, it resists pressure, it supports books, it is not easily penetrable by
most other objects such as other tables, etc. Such is the common-sense
notion of solidity. Now in a scientific vein one can define solidity as
whatever micro-structure causes these gross observable features. One can
then say either that solidity just is the lattice structure of the system of
molecules and that solidity so defined causes, for example, resistance to
touch and pressure; or one can say that solidity consists of such things as
rigidity and resistance to touch and pressure and is caused by the
behaviour of elements at the micro-level. This shift from causation to
definitional identity is very common in the history of science. Consider
the following pairs: lighming is caused by an electrical discharge 
lighOling just is an electrical discharge; the colour red is caused by photon
emissions with a wavelength of 600 nanometres - red just is a photon
emission of 600 nanometres; heat is caused by molecule movements 
heat just is the mean kinetic energy ofmolecule movements.

If we apply these lessons to the study of the mind it seems to me that
there is no difficulty in accounting for the metaphysical relations of the
mind to the brain in terms of a causal theory of the brain's functioning to
produce mental states. Just as the liquidity of water is caused by the
behaviour at the micro-level, and yet at the same time is a feature realized
in the system of micro-elements, so in exactly thal sense of 'caused by'
and 'realized in' are mental phenomena caused by processes going on in
the brain at the neuronal or modular level but they are realized in the very
system that consists of the neurons organized into modules. And, just as
we need the micrc:r-macro distinction for any physical system, for the
same reasons we need the macrc:r-micro distinction for the brain. Though
we can say of a system of particles that it is solid or liquid, we cannot say
of any given particle that this particle is solid, or this particle is liquid. In
exactly the same way, as far as we know anything at all about it, though we
can say of a particular brain that this brain is conscious or this brain is
experiencing thirst or pain, we cannot say of any particular neuron that
this neuron is in pain, this neuron is experiencing thirst. To repeat this
point, though there are enormous empirical mysteries about how the
brain works in detail, there are no logical or philosophical or metaphysical
obstacles to accounting for the relation between the mind and the brain in
terms that are completely familiar to us from the rest ofnature. Nothing is
more common in nature than for surface features of a phenomenon to be
caused by and realized in a micro-strucrure, and those are exactly the
relations that are exhibited by the relation of mind to brain. The
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intrinsically mental features of the universe are just higher-level physical
features of brains.

The Possibility ofMentaI Phenomena

Let us now return to the four problems that seem to face any putative
solution to the mind-brain problem.

How is CO/1sciousness Possible?

The best way to show how something is possible is to show how it is
actual, and we have already given a sketch of how pains are actually
caused by neurophysiological processes going on in the thalamus and the
sensory cortex. \\'by is it then that many people feel dissatisfied with this
sort of ~Jnswer: I think that by pursuing an analogy with an earlier problem
in the hiswry of science we can dispel this scnse of puzzlement. For a
long time many biologists and philosophers thought it impossible, in
principle, to account for the phenomena of life on purely biological
grounds. They thought that in addition to the biological processes some
other element must be necessary, some dan ;;rlal must be postulated in
order to lend life to what was otherwise dead and inert matter. It is hard
today to realize how intense the dispute hetween \'italism and mechanism
was even a generation ago, but today these issues are no longer taken
seriously, \\by not: Is it simply because we synthesized urea (the first
organic compound to be synthesized), and this proved that organic
compounds could he produced artificially: I think not. I think rather it is
because we have come to see the biological character of the processes that
are characteristic of living organisms, Once we understand how the
features that are characteristic of living beings have a biological e:,.-plana
tion, it no longer seems mysterious to us that inert matter should be alive.
I think that exactly analogous considerations should apply to our discus
sions of consciousness. It should seem no more mysterious in principle
that this hunk of inert maner, this gTey and white oatmeal-textured
substance of the brain, should be conscious than it seems to us
problematic that this hunk of maner, this collection of nucleic acids,
proteins and other molecules stuck on to a calcium frame, should be alive.
The way, in short, to dispel the mystery is to understand the processes.
We do not yet fully understand the processes, but we understand the
character of the processes, we understand that there are certain specific
electrochemical processes going on in the relations among neurons or
neuron-modules and perhaps other features of the brain, and that these
processes are causally responsible for the phenomenon of consciousness.

How Can ,·ltoms in tire Void Herve Intentionali!)·?

As with our first question, the best way to show how something is possible
is to show how it is actual. Consider thirst. As far as we know anything
about it, at least certain kinds of thirst are caused in the hypothalamus by
seque-"lces of neuron firings. These firings are in tum caused by the
action of the peptide hormone angiotensin II in the hypothalamus, and
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angiotensin II, in tum, is synthesized by renin, which is secreted by the
kidneys. Thirst, at least of these kinds, is caused by a series of events in
the central nervous system, principally the hypothalamus, and is realized
in the hypothalamus. Notice that thirst is an intentional state. To be
thirsty is to have, among other things, the desire to drink. Thirst has
propositional content, direction of fit, conditions of satisfaction, and all
the rest of the features that are common to intentional states.

As with the 'mysteries' of life and consciousness, the way to master the
mystery of intentionality is to describe in as much detail as we can how the
phenomena are caused by biological processes while at the same time they
are realized in biological systems. Visual and auditory eXl'eriences, tactile
sensations, hunger, thirst, sexual desire and olfactory eXl'eriences are all
caused by brain processes and realized in the structure of the brain,and
all are intentional phenomena. I am not saying we should lose our sense of
the mysteries of nature; on the contrary, the examples I have cited are all
in a sense astounding. But I am saying that they are neither more nor less
mysterious than other astounding features of the world such as the
existence of gravitational attraction, the process of photosynthesis or the
size of the J\lilky Way.

S II},jee!it"i!)'

The puzzle about subjectivity can be stated quite simply. Since the
seventeenth century our conception of reality has involved the notion of
total objectivity. Reality, on this view, is that which is accessible to any
competent observer. Indeed, in some versions, reality is that which is
objectively measurable. Now the question is: how do we accommodate
the subjectivity of mental states within this picture; how do we square the
fact that each of us has real subjective mental states with an objecti\ist
conception of the real world? The solution to this puzzle can be stated
equally simply. It is a mistake to suppose that the definition of reality
should exclude subjecti\ity. If science is the name of the set of objective
and systematic truths we can state about the world, then the existence of
subjectivity is just an objective scientific fact like any other. If a scientific
account of the world attempts to describe how things are, then one of the
fearures of the account will be the subjectivity of mental states, since it is
just a plain fact about biological evolution that it has produced certain
sorts of biological systems, namely human and certain animal brains, that
have subjective fearures. My present state of consciousness is a fearure of
my brain and in consequence is accessible to me in a way that it is not
accessible to you, and your present state of consciousness is a feature of
your brain and is accessible to you in a way that it is not accessible to me.
Thus the existence of subjectivity is an objective physical fact of biology.
It is a persistent mistake to try to define 'science' in terms of certain
fearures of existing scientific theories. But once this provincialism is
perceived to be the unscientific prejudice it is, then any domain of facts is
a subject of scientific investigation. If, for example, God existed, then that
fact would be a fact of science like any other. I do not know whether God
exists, but I have no doubt at all that subjective mental states exist,
because I am now in one and so are you. If the fact of subjectivity runs
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counter to a certain definition of 'science', then it is the definition and not
the fact which we will have to abandon.

Intentional Causation

The problem of intentional causation for our present purpose is the
problem of how to give an account of the mental that avoids epiphenome
nalism. How, for example, could anything as gaseous and ethereal as a
thought give rise to an action? The answer is that thoughts are not
gaseous and ethereal. Their logical and intentional properties are solidly
grounded in their causal properties in the brain. Because mental states
are physical states of the brain, they can cause behaviour by ordinary
c:lUsaJ processes. They have both a higher and a lower level of descrip
tion, and e;lch bel is causally real.

Once again. we can use an analogy from physics to illustrate these
relationships. Consider hammering a nail with a hammer. Both hammer
and n;lil must have J certain kind of solidity. Hammers made of cotton or
hutter will he quite useless, and hammers made of water or steam arc not
hammers at all. Solidity is a real causal property of the hammer and not
something epiphenomenal. But the solidity itself is caused hy the
bcha\'iour of particlcs at the micro-level and is realized in the system of
micro-clements. The existence of two causally real levels of description in
the hrain. one a macro-level of mental neurophysiological processes and
the iHher a micro-Inc! of neuronal physiological processes, is exactly
analogous to the existence of two c:lUsally real levels of description of the
hammer. Consciousness. for example, is J real causal property of the
hrain and not something epiphenomenal. .\Iy conscious attempt to

perform an action such as raising my arm causes the movement of the
arm..-\t the higher lc\'el of description, the intention to raise my arm has
the movement of my arm as its condition of satisfaction and it causes the
movement of the arm..-\t the lower level of description. a series of neuron
firings which originate in the cortex causes the release of the transmitter
substance acetylcholine 3t the 'end plates' where the 3xon terminals of
motor neurons connect to the muscle fibres; this in turn causes a series of
chemical ch3nges th3t result in the contraction of the muscle . .-\.s with the
case of hammering 3 nail, the same sequence of events has two levels of
description, both of which are causally real and where the higher-level
causal features 3re both caused by and realized in the structure of the
lower-level elements.

Traditional Categories

I have so far resisted using the traditional vocabulary of dualism, monism,
physicalism, etc. in attempting to characterize the view argued for in this
chapter. However, it may be useful to see how these views relate to the
traditional categories. In a discussion of these matters at the Philosophy of
\tind conference at New York Cniversiry, Hilary Putnam from Harvard
characterized the view put forward here as (1) property dualism; (2)
emcr~entism; (3) supervenience. I think it will deepen our understanding
of the issues if we consider each of these assessments in turn.
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Property Dualism

If 'property dualism' is simply the view that the world contains some
physical features which are mental - my present state of consciousness,
for example - and some physical features which are non-mental - the
weight of my brain, for example - then my view can correctly be described
as property dualism. Nonetheless, I believe that there is something deeply
misleading about this characterization. 'Property dualism' seems to Imply
that there are two and only two types of properties in the world, physical
and mental, and that is emphatically not the view that I hold. On my view,
mental properties just are higher-level physical features of certain
physical systems in the same sense that solidity and liquidity are higher
level physical features of certain physical systems. Thus mental properties
are physical properties in the sense that liquidity and solidity are physical
properties. This view, it seems to me, is correctly described not so much
as property dualism, but as property po/yism. That is, there are lots of
different kinds of higher-level properties of systems, and mental prop
erties are among them. To put this point another way, on my view the
words 'mental' and 'physical' are not properly opposed to each other,
because mental properties, naively construed, are just one class of
physical properties, and physical properties are correctly opposed not to
mental properties but to such other features as logical properties and
ethical properties, for example.

Emergentism

Similar considerations apply to the question whether or not we should
think of mental properties as in some way emergent. It all depends on
what you mean by 'emergent'. If we are to think of any higher-level
feature of a system such as solidity, liquidity, etc. as emergent, then in that
sense I believe states of consciousness, intentionality, subjectivity, etc. are
indeed emergent properties of certain biological systems. In fact, if we
define emergent properties of a system of elements as properties which
can be e:\:plained by the behaviour of the individual elements but which
are not properties of elements construed individually, then it is a trivial
consequence of my view that mental properties are emergent properties
of neurophysiological systems. However, traditionally, emergentism is
often regarded as implying something mysterious; it is taken as implying
that there is some mysterious non-physical process that produces a
peculiar kind of property. Emergentism, in short, tends~to go with the
more mysterious aspects of dualism, and in that sense I am denying that
my view can correctly be characterized as emergentism. If emergentism is
taken to imply that there is something mysterious, something lying outside
the scope of phYSIcal or biological sciences as they are normally con
strued, in the existence of emergent properties, then it seems to me clear
that mental properties are not emergent in that sense.

Supervenience

The doctrine of the supervenience of the mental on the physical is the
doctrine that there can be no mental differences without corresponding
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physical differences: if a system is in two different mental states at two
different times, then it must have different physical properties at those
two times. This view is a consequence of the thesis that mental
phenomena are caused by and realized in the brain, for if the effects are
different the causes must be different. Indeed, it seems to me a merit of
the view advanced here that the supervenience of the mental is simply a
special case of the general principle of the supervenience of macro
properties on micro-properties. There is nothing special or arbitrary or
mysterious about the supervenience of the mental on the physical; it is
simply one more instance of the supervenience of higher-order physical
properties on lower-order physical propenies. If a bowl of water is ice at
one time and liquid later, then there must be a difference in the behaviour
of the micro-panicles to account for this difference. Similarly, if I want a
drink of water at one time and later do not want a drink of water, there
must be a difference in mv brain to account for this difference in mv. .
mental states.

Consequences for the Philosophy ofMind

Some menta] concepts, such as, for example, having a pain or beliet'ing that
so and so, denote entities that exist entirely in the mind. Others such as
seeing or I.:nlllvinJ; also refer to mental phenomena but they require that
additional conditions be met in order that the concept be applicable. So,
for example, to say that \: knows that P implies more than that \: believes
that P; it implies, among other things that P is true, and the truth of P
cannot, in general, be solely a maner of what goes on in the mind ofX. To
say that X sees that P implies that \: has a visual e:-.:perience of a cenain
sort, but it also implies that it is the case that P. Let us call such concepts
whose truth conditions depend only on what goes on in the mind 'pure
mental concepts' and let us call such mental concepts as those whose
truth conditions require e:\"tra-mental phenomena 'hybrid mental con
cepts'. Now since hybrid mental concepts all contain by definition a
mental component, to the e:\1ent that we are discussing the nature of the
mind, we can carve ofT that mental component and examine it separately.
For every hybrid mental concept there is a corresponding pure mental
concept which captures the purely mental component of the hybrid

_concept. As far as the mind proper is concerned, we can confine our
discussion entirely to pure mental concepts and the pure mental states
which are the denotations of pure mental concepts. Wbenever a mental
phenomenon is present in the mind of an agent - for example, he is
feeling a pain, thinking about philosophy or wishing he had a cold beer 
causally sufficient conditions for that phenomenon are entirely in the
brain. And indeed the thesis that mental phenomena are caused by and
realized in the brain has the consequence that, for any mental phenome
non whatever, causally sufficient conditions are in the brain. Let us call
this principle the principle of neurophysiological sufficiency. Now if this
principle is true, then many current theories in the philosophy of mind
will turn out to be false, because they are inconsistent with this principle.
For example, several philosophers following Wingenstein and Heidegger
have tried to explain the intentionality of mental phenomena in terms of
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Figurd5.5 LudrDig
WillgClsuin (1889-1951).

social relationships. But how are we to take this explanation? If we take it
as claiming that social relationships are necessary for, or constitutive of,
mental life, then we know that it must be false, because social relation
ships are relevant to the causal production of intentionality only in so far
as they impact on the brains of human agents; and the actual mental
states, beliefs, desires, hopes, fears and the rest of it have causally
sufficient conditions that are entirely internal to the nervous system. This
is not to deny that social relations are crucial for the production of many
forms of intentionality such as, for example, language. Children can learn

a language and use it only if they are exposed to other people who also use
language. But the thesis that there are forms of intentionality that require
a social base needs to be interpreted so that it is consistent with the claim
that intentionality is a purely internal product of internal physiological
processes. These views are not necessarily inconsistent; they can be
interpreted as just ways of describing different aspects of the same
phenomenon. The mistake is to suppose that the social relations can
somehow or other replace or substitute for what goes on in the brain.
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An even more prominent implicit denial of the principle of neurophy
siological sufficiency is the entire tradition that has been built around
Wingenstein's claim that 'an inner process stands in need of an outward
criterion,.15 So, for example, Norman Malcolm has tried to give a non
internal account of dreaming, I 0 Elizabeth :\nscombe has tried to explain
intentions in terms of outward behaviour,17 and Anthony Kenny has tried
to e:-.-plain mam emotions in terms of their social setting and behavioural
consequences. [H But it is hard to interpret any of these analyses in ways
that are consistent with the principle of neurophysiological sufficiency.
\Vhatever other features dreams have, they are caused by neurophysiolo
gical processes. :\nd the same goes for intentions and emotions such as
fear and anger. Now perhaps we might interpret the views of Kenny,
.\lalcolm and .-\nscombe as simply describing constraints on our having a
vocabulary for discussing mental phenomena. And perhaps we might
interpret \Yitt~enstein's claim as the claim that a t'owblllary for inner
processes stands in need of outward criteria. Bur if we take these claims as
claims about the /la/ure of the mental phenomena themsclves - that one
can't have a dream Dr have an intention or be :mgry except when certain
external conditions are satisfied, conditions external to the brain, that is 
then we know these theses must be false because of the principle of
neurophysiological sufficiency. What goes on in the head must be causally
sufficient for am mental state whatever.

.-\nd. of course, this Wingensteini:m tradition is itself part of a larger
tradition of sceking behaviouralistic or quasi-bchaviouralistic analyses of
mental conccrts. .-\nd once again, we know from the principle of
neurophysiological sufficiency that these efforts are doomed to failure.
\Ye cannot define mental phenomena in terms of their behavioural
manifestations, bee:lUse we know that it is always possible to have the
phenomena independently of having any behavioural manifestations.

Some Conclusions

The main polemical aims of this chapter regarding the relations of minds
and programs can be swiftly summarized. In order that there be total
clarity, I will state a set of'a.xioms' and derive the relevant conclusions.

Axiom 1. Brains cause minds

This is simply a very crude statement of the empirical fact that the
relevant causal processes in the brain are sufficient to produce any mental
phenomenon. It is important to re-emphasize that, where pure mental
phenomena are concerned, there is no essential connection between
these internal causal processes that are sufficient for mental phenomena
and the causal input-output relations of the whole system. In principle,
we could have all of our mental life without any of the appropriate stimuli
or any of the normal external behaviour. .

Axiom 2. Syntax is not sufficientfor semantics

This is a conceptual or logical truth that articulates the distinction
between the level of formal symbols and the level of meaning.
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Axiom J. Minds !un;e contents; specifically, tht:)' have intentional or semantic
contents

Axiom 4. Programs are definedpurelyfOrmally, orsyntactically

Now from these obvious points we can derive some controversial
conclusions.

Conclusion I. Instantiating a program by itselfis ner:er sufficientfor having a
mind (bJ' Axioms 2, J and 4)

This conclusion by itself is sufficient to refute Strong Artificial Intelli
gence.

Conclusifm 2. The way the hrainfunctions to cause minds cannot be soleo' bjl
instantiating a program (Axiom I and Cmlc1usion I)

Conclusion J..411)' artefact that had a mind would lunx to haw causal powers
(at least) equn:alC11t to those oftire brain (by Axiom I, tm'ialz,)

Conclusion 4. For any artefact that had a mind. tire program by itselfwould not
he sufficientfor luIt'inti a mind. Tire artefact would Irave to have causal powers
equn:alent to tire brain (by Conclusions I and J)

Anyone who' wishes to challenge the central theses owes us a precise
specification of which 'axioms' and which derivations are being chal
lenged.
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